Effective CPD/CPT Options

THE HUBBIS DIGITAL-LEARNING PLATFORM IS DEDICATED TO THE PROVISION OF INDISPENSABLE TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES FOR ALL WEALTH MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONALS IN ASIA. THE LEARNING COURSES ARE HIGH-QUALITY AND ARE USABLE FOR CPD/CPT.

Augmented with knowledge review and course assessment questions for CPD / CPT

Training is available for users to access at their own convenience, 24/7

We continually upgrade and enhance the content, functionality and technology

Enriched with case-studies and practical tips

Optimal instructional design to enhance the learning experience

Consistent design and format across all platforms - desktop and mobile

Created to provide an interactive, engaging user experience

Content is timely, concise, robust and curated in collaboration with experts

200 courses including

» KYC 2020
» Cybersecurity in the digital era
» The fight against Money Laundering & Terrorist Financing
» Wealth planning
» Enhanced NEXT GEN engagement
» Discretionary Portfolio Management
» Digital client communications strategies
» Understanding the blockchain and crypto

View our course library
View an example course 1
View an example course 2

ACCREDITATION

Hubbis is an IBF accredited training provider.
We have accredited IBF-STS and FA-CPD training available.
The accredited training can be purchased as individual programmes.

View our course library
View an example course 1
View an example course 2

partnership@hubbis.com | WhatsApp: +852 6370 3812
The top reasons your peers use our platform are:

» Saves you money - usually 80 percent plus of what you currently spend on less meaningful CPD/CPT.

» Enables you to meet your compliance and regulatory obligations.

» Our online platform is a purpose-built, stand-alone solution. It also provides the opportunity for organisations to track and assess their staff, and then custom-make reporting for regulatory and internal / external audit purposes.

» Training is interactive, meaningful and assessed. Not a pointless box ticking exercise.

» Training is practical and created by actual wealth management practitioners and experienced professionals.

» Training material is refreshed and improved regularly - based on feedback.

» When the regulator audits your CPD/CPT - you have appropriate, structured, documented training reports on a professional platform to show them.

» You can visibly be seen to invest in training and development of your front-line staff in a proper and robust way.

» Access to all Hubbis online learning courses with assessments. Over 200 hours in total.

» Ability to upload ALL internal and external training records to the platform to track total CPD/CPT hours.

» If you have your own LMS, we can provide you with our existing training courses to expand your Asia-specific learning library.
Creating Bespoke Digital Learning for you

**IT’S OUR CORE COMPETENCY TO CREATE CONTENT AND LEARNING SOLUTIONS.**

We can either take your existing content/training and create a digital learning experience. Or curate content for you from scratch. This will help you enhance your brand and create tangible connectivity with relevant clients and prospects.

Digital learning could include

- Any technology requirements – building online training courses, LMS, assessment and reporting.
- Bespoke online-learning - we create specific training tailored for you.
- All training material delivered to you is ‘white-labelled’ – in online format. Based on your requirements.
- We can build all the online assessment questions for CPD/CPT.
- The e-learning platform can provide a number of comprehensive reporting tools.
- For example, in Singapore we have implemented the Hubbis CPD reporting, designed specifically to meet the specifications of the Institute of Banking and Finance (IBF).
- Each lesson can end with a test - to ensure that the student understands the learning objectives - this can be done online.
- We can design a programme - and there could be a constant assessment in addition to a final exam.
- We can build a LMS (Learning Management System) for you.
- Modules are provided in a SCORM - compliant format.